Letter from the Dean

Congratulations on your graduation from the University of Houston! Earning a college degree represents an important milestone in your life, one that required dedication, discipline, and perseverance. As Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, together with the entire faculty and staff of the College, I applaud your accomplishment. We are so pleased to recognize and honor you and all our summer graduates in our College Convocation.

The qualities you demonstrated in completing your degree will serve you well as you enter this new phase of your life. We hope that your education at the University of Houston and in this College forms a solid foundation for your future personal and professional life. We have aimed to challenge your thinking, enhance your understanding and deepen your appreciation of the world in all its complexity and diversity. As a new graduate, you now have the opportunity to contribute to society the knowledge and skills you have acquired here.

The College is delighted to welcome you into the ranks of our alumni. I hope you will keep in touch with your classmates and maintain strong ties with the University of Houston. We truly need the energy and support of all our graduates as the University of Houston joins the ranks of the nation’s leading urban universities.

Please accept my best wishes for your continued success.

Sincerely,

Steven Craig
Interim Dean
The College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences (CLASS) is a dynamic academic environment dedicated to the study of human creativity and society, as well as our mental and physical capabilities and conditions. The largest and most diverse of the 14 colleges at the University of Houston, CLASS is home to 15 schools and departments, encompassing humanities and social sciences.

Undergraduate and graduate majors cover the full range of the human experience - from anthropology to human space exploration sciences. The College also offers social and cultural analysis in African American, Mexican American, Women’s, Gender and Sexuality, and other interdisciplinary studies programs.

CLASS extends its scholarship to the university, city of Houston, and nation through its policy, research and cultural centers, which include the Hobby Center for Public Policy and the University Speech, Language and Hearing Clinic.

The College’s goal is to stimulate and expand students’ cultural, mental, and physical explorations through rich course offerings, learning abroad programs, and campus events. We encourage students to delve into the questions of life while building critical and analytical skills that animate professions and launch successful careers.

Our 345 permanent faculty members educate nearly 10,000 undergraduate majors and minors and 1,200 graduate students, preparing them for future studies and professional achievements.

By accessing and using new communication and research tools, CLASS students increase their reasoning skills, cultural awareness, and ethical judgment. That foundation gives them the capacity to pursue their passions.

CLASS graduates are tomorrow’s economists, journalists, diplomats, lawyers, and doctors. Whatever they choose to do in life, CLASS graduates are prepared to make meaningful contributions to multi-cultural societies and global economies.
University of Houston
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

Ceremony Agenda
Friday, December 16, 2016, 9 a.m.
Hofheinz Pavilion

Prelude and Processional  ManCorps
Presentation of the Colors  University of Houston Air Force ROTC
National Anthem  ManCorps
Welcome Address  Steven Craig
Professor of Economics
Interim Dean of the College
Introduction of Platform Party  Interim Dean Craig
Honors College Candidates Recognition  Lawrence Curry
Professor Emeritus
Recognition of Honors  Lawrence Curry
Professor Emeritus
Recognition of Graduate Candidates  Catherine Patterson
Associate Dean of Graduate Studies
Presentation of Candidates for Graduation  Beth Olson and Richard Armstrong
Jack J. Valenti School of Communication  Temple Northup
Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders  Lynn Maher
Department of Comparative Cultural Studies  Christian Eberhart
Department of Economics  David Papell
Department of English  James Kastely
Department of Health and Human Performance  Daniel O’Connor
Department of Hispanic Studies  Gabriela Ventura
Department of History  Steven Deyle
Special Notes

Guests will enter the Hofheinz Pavilion at Holman Street and exit at Cullen Boulevard or Holman Street.

Graduates will not be re-entering the building after departure from the ceremony. You can meet them outside the Holman Street or Cullen Boulevard doors.

Air horns are subject to removal.

Upon fire alarm or announcement, please exit the building using the nearest available exit. Stroller check-in is available in Suites 6 and 7, and EMS is available in Suite 2.

Restrooms are located on the Concourse Level near Sections 128 and 114.
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Fall 2016

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENGLISH

Creative Writing
Yerra Sugarman
Spirit and Particle
ADVISOR: Professor Kevin Prufer

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN HEALTH AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE

Kinesiology
Amber Michelle Chelette
The Effect of Age, Cognition and Context on Human Responses to Tendon Vibration
ADVISOR: Dr. Charles Layne

Hawley Elise Kunz
The Impact of Exercise and Adrenergic Receptor Signaling on Viral Specific T Cell Mobilization and Expansion in Healthy Humans
ADVISOR: Dr. Richard J. Simpson

Stefan Ishan Madansingh
Leveraging Sensorimotor Adaptive Generalizability to Minimize Dynamic Fall Risk
ADVISOR: Dr. Charles Layne

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN HISPANIC STUDIES

Marino Carlos Segura Beltran
Análisis descriptivo y contrastivo del esquema condicional potencial en la variedad del Español de América
ADVISOR: Dr. Manuel J. Gutiérrez

Lilia Cristina Campos
Revolución y tabú: el Bildungsroman mexicano de la primera mitad del siglo XX
ADVISOR: Dr. Guillermo de los Reyes

Yesenia Chavez
El léxico español de los estudiantes de herencia de secundaria en Houston
ADVISOR: Dr. Manuel Gutiérrez

Catherine Hanna
-ra/-se Variation in Spain from Early Castilian to Modern Spanish: A Diachronic Multifactorial Analysis
ADVISOR: Dr. Manuel J. Gutierrez

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN HISTORY

Juan Manuel Galvan Rodriguez
Historical Memory, Proto-Nationalism, and Nationalism in Mexico: Southwestern Puebla from 1519 to 1862
ADVISOR: Dr. John Mason Hart

Andrew Joseph Pegoda
“If you do not like the past, change it”: The Reel Civil Rights Revolution, Historical Memory, and the Making of Utopian Pasts
ADVISOR: Dr. Linda Reed

Julie Marie Sarpy
Keeping Rapunzel: The Mysterious Guardianship of Joan of Flanders and the Case for Feudal Constraint
ADVISOR: Dr. Sally Vaughn

Katie Valliere Streit
Beyond Borders: A History of Mobility, Labor, and Imperialism in Southern Tanzania
ADVISOR: Dr. Karl Ittmann

Jeffrey Carlton Womack
Uncertainty Medicine: the Development of Radiation Therapy, 1895-1925
ADVISOR: Dr. Martin V. Melosi
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN POLITICAL SCIENCE

Luai Abdulrauf A. Allarakia
Three Essays on the Dynamics of Legislatures in Monarchical Regimes: Kuwait’s National Assembly
ADVISOR: Dr. Ryan Kennedy

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN PSYCHOLOGY

Clinical Psychology
Josilyn Camille Banks
Cross-cultural Reliability of the Specific Affect Coding System of Couples Interactions
ADVISOR: Dr. Julia C. Babcock

Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Laura Clark Joiner
Customer Service Orientation and Service Behavior
ADVISOR: Dr. L. A. Witt

Glenn P. Malone
A General Sense of Belonging at Work as a Job Resource Relates to Workplace Safety: A Test and Extension of the Job Demands-Resources Model Related to Workplace Safety
ADVISOR: Dr. James Campion

Dena Hurwitz Rhodes
Managing Role Boundaries with Low Value Congruence: An Examination of Work-to-Family Conflict, Conscientiousness, and Unethical Work Behavior Intentions
ADVISORS: Dr. Alan Witt & Dr. Lisa Penney

Sophie Romay
Caring Company Culture: Reducing Emotional Exhaustion
ADVISOR: Dr. L. A. Witt

MASTER OF ARTS

School of Communication

Health Communication
Alexis Wilson

Mass Communication
Emily Brooks
Samantha Davis
Maegan Rachel Greenberg
Ashley Simone James
Kevin R. Kuo

Public Relations
Isidro R. Reyna, Jr.

Department of Comparative Cultural Studies

Anthropology
Alyssa Katharine Barrineau

Department of Economics

Applied Economics
Danny Ray Alexander
Lewis Andrew Wilson

Economics
Aritri Banerjee
Yewande Oluwaseyi Olapade

Department of English

Alissa N. Christopherson
Sabrina D. Hodgson
Rachel Samantha Mauldin
Zhuwen Zhang
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Department of Health and Human Performance

MASTER OF SCIENCE – HUMAN SPACE EXPLORATION
Shayan Shirshekar

MASTER OF SCIENCE – EXERCISE SCIENCE
Allen Michael Hallett

MASTER OF EDUCATION – PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Kellie Page Simon
Yasha

MASTER OF ARTS – SPORT AND FITNESS ADMINISTRATION
Dominique Larae Brisco
Darrell K. Jimerson
Destiny O. Morton
Kelli A. Sims
Rishi Shashi Vaswani

Department of Hispanic Studies
Diana Eufemia Reyes

Department of History
Timothy Alan Boyer

Matthew J. Howard
Trevor William Kiley

Department of Political Science
Bryan James Henry
Cassandra G. Khatri
Joseph A. Lazzaro
Wajih Ur Rahman
Razieh Vafaei

Department of Psychology
Soumia Cheref
Jordan Kirkland
Brandin A. Munson
Emma C. Perez
Audrey Utti
Rebecca Kathryn West
Lee A. Wiegand

Public Administration

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Malkia Z. Hutchinson
Louis B. Salinas

Department of Sociology
Yvonne Chen
Fernando Clark
Timar Gregory Long
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Science

Jack J. Valenti School of Communication

Banner Bearer
Gracie Ann Martinez

Advertising
Malieh Juliet Ahadi
Robyn Danyelle Archer
Jesse John Atkinson
Catherine Ayala
Kelly Louise Bisset
Chelsie Rae Cravy
Nimra Haroon
Manam Khan
Jade Lauren King
Luxi Liu
Jennifer L. Moran
Alvin C. Ng
Lillie Nguyen
Enrique Pineda
Natasha Santi
Jequan Keyonte Smith
Canyon Williams
Michael Canon Wineriter

Corporate Communication
Katya Ansari
Joshua Mykal Apple
Abigail Lynn Cardenas
Paul Garcia Chazarreta
Brittany Alyse Covington
Lauren A. Fister
Cynthia Lynn Glowaky
Drianna Guyton
Tyler David Hopson
Annie V. Khuong

Logann Brooke Mitchell
Austin Jack Moeller
Myles Aaron Morales
Emily Nesteroff
Jordan Casey Ornelas
Diana Carolina Peralta
Paul So Pita
Melissa Michelle Reutlinger
Miranda Ashli Rodriguez
Crystal Renee Rose
Brenda Ruiz
Alesia Andrea Sosa
Alexandria Megan Szoeka
Christopher Eduardo Torres

Health Communication
Nicole Brandon
Wegahta T. Habte
Taylor White

Integrated Communication
Hamza Ben Ali
Nakeila Lashun Allen
Olivene Antontette Wilson Brown-Amy
Jorge Luis Borjas Conversano
Priscilla Cuellar
Kelsey M. Dean
Jacob Drake
Karla G. Fortin
Colin J. Gill
Matthew B. Hall
Allyson Rose Haro
Maricela Jaramillo
Candyce Kay Kethan
Reyna J. Marbancanales
Melissa Marie McDaniel
Laura Lynn Pawek-Cheatwood
Carolyn Lisette Pellegrino
Shawn Matthew Sandros

1 Summa Cum Laude - 2 Magna Cum Laude - 3 Cum Laude
Amanda Rae Tobias
Erwin Aca-Ac Tungpalan
Carolina Vazquez

**Interpersonal Communication**
Ashley Renee Fletcher
Daniel K. Hignett
Deyontrius M. Sims
Anissa M. Ybarra

**Journalism**
Maria E. Aguilera
Sean William Alder
Faith E. Alford
Razan Bassam Beidas
Alejandra Caicedo
Dasira C. Cook-Jackson
Saul J. Estrella
Malcolm Gregory Farrell
Laura Evelyn Gillespie
Rebecca Gail Hennes
Sierra N. Henry
Kenneth L. Jackson
Macie Renee Kelly
Christina Landmark
Adam Michael Medina
Rodrigo Ismael Muñoz
Kristina C. Olguin
Yanet Carmelita Pintor
Dania H. Ramos
Jenniber Saines
Glissette Marie Santana
Stephanie Silva
Lauren Marie Thormaehlen
Lauren Brittany Viles
Jocelyn Piedra Visbal
Ruth E. Wilson

**Media Production**
Adrien B. Adams

Adrian Aguilera
Aaron Hattenbach Babin
Jennifer C. Battaglia
Coby Neivan Bowman
Michael Shane Britt
Geric Nigel Brown
Jonathan Alexander Case
Ricardo Cepeda
Andrew Blake Cochran
Tiana Covington
Scott Crawford
Destiny I. Edokpa
Thomas J. Ferguson
Christian Paul Graham
David Eduardo Guerrero
Deidre J. Gunter
Fajar Prehatin Hassan
Chloe E. Johnson
Austin Michael Kennedy
Yasmin Aliyah Lenzy
Donald James Moreland
Parth N. Patel
Jazmin E. Ramirez
Victoria M. Ramirez
Isaac Amado Reyes
Bryan David Spector
Antonio Sustaita
Michael Ray Winland
Darryl Lee Woods, Jr.
Paul M. Zienty

**Media Studies**
Brandon James Nguyen-Le

**Public Relations**
Caroline Janet Alvarez
Joel Abdiel Araujo
Arcelia Ruby Arratia
John Matthew Bahta
Laura Elizabeth Barker

1 Summa Cum Laude - 2 Magna Cum Laude - 3 Cum Laude
Brittany Bivens
Jade Simone Bosier ³
Giselle A. Cartagena
Maria G. Contreras ²
Ariel Gwynn Coombs
Nancy Cruz
Nathaniel R. De Jesus
Megan Denning ³
Katherine Thien Ebeling ²
Jacquelyn Lissbeth Gomez ³
Lauren Marie Gonzales
Yessica Vivian Imm ²
Miesha Ta’Keya Johnson ²
Vivian T. Kong ²
Melanie Leigh Madden
Gracie Ann Martinez ⁷
Ayesha Mohsin
Nour Nafie
Natasha Nicole Naïk
Johnathan Duy Quoc Nguyen
Rebecca Ortiz
Kristen Elizabeth Paige ⁷
Lubna Qadri
Rajiv Rupendra Radia
Madeline P. Robicheaux
Madeline Rodriguez ⁷
Melissa Renay Rubio
Irene Josephine Ruggieri
Rachel Lee Sloan ²
Bronte Emmanuelle Vereb
Mary Wandera ³
Natasha Emmanuelle Wilson ²
Loryn Lanette Woodard

Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders
Banner Bearer
Ai-Vy Hua ³

American Sign Language Interpreting
Shanda M. McKinney

Communication Sciences and Disorders
Ai-Vy Hua ³
Lisa Alexandra Lawrence
Tram Hoang Ngoc Nguyen
Daisy A. Vega

Department of Comparative Cultural Studies
Banner Bearer
Nicole Marie Thomas ²

Anthropology
Ayana Vanesa Emery
Aspen Gomez
Ayesha Haque ³
Steven M. Kennedy
Edward Anh Khoa Le
Daniel V. Martin
Hassan Naji Noueilaty
Dayana Majella Rodriguez
Mallory Skains ³
Nicole Marie Thomas ²
Erin Williams
Christine Elizabeth Zerr ³

Liberal Studies
Alejandro Alberto
Donnetta Monique Amos ³
Delana Lashaun Beacham
Tarik Skandar Belhouchet
Veronica Constance Castillo
Patrick Neal Cockerham

¹ Summa Cum Laude · ² Magna Cum Laude · ³ Cum Laude
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Victoria Noemi Espitia ³
Kathlene H. Hull ³
Mohammad Jawad Lahham
Zeqing Ma ¹
Ottmar Nicolas Montes ²
Babirye S. Nteza
Ashley V. Persaud
Trosha M. Pickrom
Janette Joyce Proa
David Augustine Sabala
Benjamin H. Sample
Suzanne Augusta Standly
Lori Mikel Thomas
Brooke Farah Tolle ²
Fabian Leonardo Vargas
Nikitta Williams
Alexis Royale Wilson
Jany Miu-Haing Wu ³

Department of Economics

BANNER BEARER
Rebia F. Malik ⁷

Economics
Veronica Abu-Lail
Omar Farooq Ahmad
Caroline Paula Andries
Mario Charles Bargonetti, Jr.
Pablo Benitez
Carlos A. Betancur
Jarrod Logan Boyle
Raegan Drew Bremer
Jastini Brown
Iris Canales
Han Chen Chiu
Aamina N. Daudpota
Chad Michael Dempster
C. Matthew Eaglin
Dieudonne Etchu

Clayton Ryan Garrison
David Duane Giles
Ruth A. Gotschall
Madiha Hamani
Austin L. Hamill
Mychael Thomas Haywood
Farsad Jalalabadi
Mohammad Jamal Khan
Patricio Alejandro Muñoz Lavanderos
Rebia F. Malik ⁷
Corey Anne Manion
Cristian Maya
Larry Donald McAfee
Shaquia B. Middleton
Ziad Mussulman
Ryan K. Ngo
Michelle Chinewku Nnadi ³
Erik A. Polio ³
Sheila W. Omwirhiren
Lindsey Rose Quartaro
Raul Sergio Franco Ramos
Kevin Rathasombath
Che Michael Isiah Robinson
Patricia Auxiliadora Rocha
Joelle Ruhana
Andrew Benjamin Shelley
Javaughn Lloyd Smalling
Stanley Bryant St. Julien II
Joseph S. Stern
Nitika Subramanian
Kevin Wayne Tipping
Alex Si Trieu
William Joseph Vedder
Oswald Vinueza
Angel Shi-An You

¹ Summa Cum Laude - ² Magna Cum Laude - ³ Cum Laude
**Department of English**

**Banner Bearer**
Natalie Galvan

**Creative Writing**
Rossanne Mae Centeno Arii
Celestina Charlotti Billington
Layla Moreira Bispo
Mark Anthony Rogers
Kelly M. Schafler
Lauren Melissa Swift
Idongesit Usen
Michel Vidal

**Literature**
Mary Anuoluwapo Ahagbuje
Lillian Yolanda Arriaga
Elizabeth G. Beaver
William P. Beck
Stephanie Elizabeth Dillehay
Jassive Alahi Esquivel
Natalie Galvan
Andrea Rosa Garza
John Franklin Gilmore IV
Mitchell Paul Hoffman
Jonathon Marin
Dan Thuy Nguyen
Christina Louise Oliva
Jonni Lyne Powers
Omar Eduardo Salinas
Kaitlin M. Trahan
Marissa Lynn Van Dusen

**Department of Health and Human Performance**

**Banner Bearer**
Emarchele Landicho De Villa

**Human Nutrition and Foods**
Angel Abraham
Miaza Ali
Ummia Monawar Ali
Lana I. Attar
Christie Oluwalana Babalola
Sun Hui Bang
Sara Lynn Barcich
Andrea Elizabeth Lugo Bozo
Jaine Carmona
Amanda Marie Cashmareck
Ashley Marie Cavanaugh
Jason Paul Clarke
Hannah C. Crawford
Kayla Cueva
Bianca De La Rosa
Vanitaa Dookran
Mimi Duong
Evelyn Ejike
Fiona Victoria Farhad
Ghina Ahmad Farhoud
Travis R. Finigan
Danielle Garcia
Reagan M. Genghini
Paola M. Gomez
Fatima Consuelo Guerrero
Javier Hernandez
Wuenseslao Hernandez
Brittany Scarlett Hoag
Grace A. Huerta
Kelley Leigh Kocurek
Victoria Noelle McKinnie
Paul Ernest Morales
Lizzeth Muñoz
Yohana M. Negusse
Vy Thy Ngo
Anh Ngoc Nguyen
Nga Hong Nguyen
Bernadette Oghenekome Okpei
Mimi Nha Phan

1 Summa Cum Laude - 2 Magna Cum Laude - 3 Cum Laude
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
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Samantha Michelle Moreman Prall
Dania Rakouki ²
Elena Dominique Ray
Muhammad Ali Raza
Aryan Rezvani ²
Kristina Marie Saiz
Ashkahn Shojaei
Mayra Alejandra Solorzano
Tania Patricia Terezon
Jenera Cne Thierry
Catherine Looke Thompson ²
Alanna Terese Tullos ²
Mallory Rose Tynan
Thao Vo ³
Leeza R. Wiley
Ramsha Zuberi ³
Cynthia C. Zuniga ²

Kinesiology – Exercise Science
Samran H. Adnan
Monserrat Guadalupe Arevalo
Rufiya Bhimani
George Allen Brandon
Caitlin Marie Carter
Roberto Carlos Castro
Yi Wen Chen
Cindy Stephanie Chevez
Anna Contreras ³
Makinsey Kay Cortez
Payton Christine Cortez
Emarchele Landicho De Villa ³
Stefanie Robin Demen
Hien T. Dinh
Aubrianna P. Douglas
Tre’Kia L. Earls
Brett Steven Edleman
Rachel Christina Erickson
Olivia Francis
Roberto Antonio Garza
Sugeydy Tanairi Garza
Joshua Logan Gibson
Alan M. Go
Victor Gonzalez
Sydney Lyn Heath
Lizbeth Herrera
Anne Hunsaker
Adrian Feliciano Idjao
Diego Izaguirre
Maha Ali Khan
Mohammad Sameer Khan ³
Sehar Khan
Kenyon Lee Kroesch
Seham Mari Kurut
Richard H. Kwon
Benjamin Colin Lariviere
Cody Van Le
Jacky Lee
Jonathan Lee
Lacy N. Lewis
Qing Liang
Danielle E. Lyday
Liannet Madrazo
Priscila Janeth Martinez ³
Shanelle P. Martinez
John Ranier De Los Reyes Miclat
Alberto Moyaho
Jazheel Esdras Muller ³
Ramsha Mushtaq
Queen C. Okuche
Oyinkansola O. Onawole
Yesenia Orozco
Daniel Adebola Osinloye
Jonas Echezona Osita
Ricky Lee Peña
Matthew Charles Perry
Stephanie Benza Portocarrero
Perla Stephanie Preza

1 Summa Cum Laude - 2 Magna Cum Laude - 3 Cum Laude
Gustavo A. Rabadan
Preeti Rawat
Peter Gauden Javier Reyes
Robert Eric Rodriguez
Griselda Sacramento
Dustin Michael Silk
Ernesto Silva
Briana Lynn Smith
Emerald Diamond Smith
Rodrigo Solana
Brianca R. Stout
Jillian Leigh Taylor
John Tenta
Kevin Tu
Belinda Renee Valdes
Jenna M. Vielma
Shefali Sharontez Webster
Hunter Elizabeth Wise
Dimitri Joe Zamalis
Kristopher Michael Zuniga

Kinesiology – Fitness and Sports
Faith Elizabeth Cordoba
Kasey Cristina Gonzalez
Shawn Ashley Plummer
Nicholas Christian Ramsey
Huy Quoc Tran

Kinesiology – Sports Administration
Dipo Olatunde Afolabi
Courtney Nicole Cobb
Desmond Debose
Warren A. Douglas
James Maxwell Jones
Kathryn L. Kutsko
Jaqell M. Martin
William Clay Martin
Joseph Dewayne Martwick
Caroline Cameron Muñoz

Maureen Lace Redmond
Dominique D. Robinson
Rafael Santiago-Algarin
Danielle Charisse Schultz
Byron Ellsworth Simpson
David Joseph Skilton
Michael C. Sunja

Department of Hispanic Studies
Banner Bearer
John Harrison Craver

Spanish
John Harrison Craver
Estrella Elizabeth Gonzalez
Itzel Adanery Hayward
Juana B. Ibarra
Paola Alexandra Vinueza Jara
Ana Victoria Madrigal
Gabriela Ruiz
Allison K. Torres
Oswald Vinueza
Keila Marie Williams

Department of History
Banner Bearer
Devyn L. Price

Gabrielle B. Alves
Shenequa Dominique Curtis
Steven Edward Curtis
Abdullah Elasmar
Jeffry Paul Faircloth
Rene Eduardo Fuentes
Eliezer I. Galo
Sarah Giles
Paul Jann
Ernest E. Johnson
Evelyn Crystal Martinez
Armando Morfin

1 Summa Cum Laude • 2 Magna Cum Laude • 3 Cum Laude
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Jessica Danielle Morris ³
Andrea Lynn Owens
Roshni Hemendrarai Patel
Devyn L. Price ¹
Jesse Thomas Rangel, Jr.
Jaxon David Southern ³
Emma Lynn Tutko
Connor Alan Vanderweide

Department of Modern and Classical Languages

Banner Bearer
Colin Augustus Clark ²

Chinese Studies
Leslie M. Luna
James H. Skeen

French
Andre Kevin Brown

World Cultures and Literatures
Adrian F. Castillo
Colin Augustus Clark ²

Department of Philosophy

Banner Bearer
Ricardo Madris ²

Philosophy
Aubrey E. Alvarez
Katherine Ann Fischer ²
Ricardo Madris ²

Department of Political Science

Banner Bearer
Philip Reyneke ²

Political Science
Karina Andrade
Mario A. Arevilca
Sandra Barboza

Austin Batson
Jorge Luis Benitez
Adrian F. Castillo
Kevin Eduardo Castillo ²
Kolby Kash Chandler
Victoria B. Chapa ³
Alissa D. Cox
Jennifer Ann Edwards ²
J Ehlinger ³
Kimberly Ann Ferrell ³
Alfredo A. Garza
Deborah S. Gibbons
Mariah B. Grayson
Daniel Gribble ³
Nathan Daniel Hammond
Jessica Paola Haroldson ²
Holly Grace Hunter
John Kelly
Eunice Sandrah Kyensi ³
Lurisamar Rivera Lai
Tyler Paige Mims ³
Fatima Montelongo
Armando Morfin
Claudia Meri Ortiz ³
Sasha Lee Perez
Justin Carr Rainey
Adriana Ramirez
Nancy A. Reyes
Philip Reyneke ²
Rosa Elida Robledo
Seth Garner Schott
Patrick Dewayne Sears II ²
Patrick N. Senin ³
Kiyahna Thomas
Isy Soanny Torres ³
Antonelly Vargas
Ismael Vega
Jonathan David White

¹ Summa Cum Laude - ² Magna Cum Laude - ³ Cum Laude
Department of Psychology

Banner Bearer
Vanessa Carolina Romero Prieto

Psychology
Blaize Douglas Abshire
Tessa Belin Agredano
Stephanie M. Akpan
Afiya Ali
Naqsheen Fatima Ali
Selina Ali
Lizbeth Nathaly Alonso
Zulma Elizabeth Alvarez
Rebecca Lynn Amason
Andrea Anaya
Ashley Kyle Arnett
Shika Arora
Rolando J. Arrieta
Erin Gray Atwood
Hylara Azevedo
Kooshan Azodi
Shannon Rene Bailey
James Peregrine Barclay
Avion Bartlett
Carly Breanne Berry
Mercedes E. Blackmore
Joshua E. Block
Jessica Bonds
Esther Boyer
Marquesa A. Browder
James Merton Brown
Jamie P. Budd
David Delano Carter
Chantal Castaneda
Riham C. Chahine
Mijin Choi
Juliana Marie Cocco
Nora Dabas
Amanda Michelle Diaz
Thao Nguyen T. Dinh
Tuyen K. Dinh
Tyler John Drenth
Louise I. Dupre
Emily Meagan Edwards
Haider H. Elias
Elisa Enriquez
Celso Espejo
Saul J. Estrella
Anjali Ferrer
Leigha C. Fields
Ashlie Frank
Marlene Guadalupe Garcia
Mayra Garcia
Vanessa Gonzalez Garcia
Jasmine Michelle Gaw
Tracey G. Gonzales
Courtney Nicole Gordon
Zachary Steward Graves
Maria F. Guerrero
Sarah Yvonne Gutierrez
Robert Harper
Jaffer Raza Hassan
Bradt Mathieu Henley
Nadia Danielle Hernandez
Daniella Victoria Heysquierdo
Rachel A. Hodge
Eric J. Houseman
William Tre’ Lyons Hunter
Jennifer I. Iroanya
Hanifah M. Jagwe
Michelle Lizeth Jimenez
Emily Faith Joeckel
Irene Jose
Nicole Marie Justice
Jonnathan Michael Kam
Chelsea Munira Kamel
Aisha Khan

1 Summa Cum Laude • 2 Magna Cum Laude • 3 Cum Laude
Rebekah Knight
Alexandra Vitalievna Kouropatkina
Mary Ryan Kryzanowski
Denisse Priscilla Valenzuela Labrada
Chris P. Le
Phung Phi Le
Maria Paola Castagnetti Leal ’
Stephanie Ann Loftis
Hayle Idam Lopez ’
Sally Trinh Luu
Mercedes Manning
Jason Barry Marks ²
Stephanie Andreina Reyes Marquez
Cynthia Lisette Martinez ’
David Martinez
Desiree J. Martinez
Norma Martinez
Mariana Estefania Loera Mata ²
Lucas McColloster ’
Celia Medrano
Kynese Monere Mercy
Kathryn Michelle Molsberry
Julia Adnan Najm ’
Jessica K. Nam ²
Arshia Danielle Nazari ³
Alvin Tien Nguyen
Christina Nguyen ’
Marilynn Thuy Tien Nguyen
Emeka E. Oguike
Angolaoluwa Folashade Olutimehin
Thais M. Otero ²
Kristi Marie Palmer ’
Devyn Chenele Perkins
Julia Frances Picou
Rajiv Rupendra Radia
Vanesa Carolina Romero Prieto ’
Alyssa Paola Reyes
Stevie Nichole Rhodes
Taylor Nicole Ricks
Ryan Campbell Riddle
Alyssa Cay Rivera
John Snell Robertson III
Alicia Alejandra Rodriguez
Mirna Rodriguez ²
Jessica Rojas
Shelby E. Rooker
Brandon K. Rossigion
N’Kia T. Sadler
Amy Atherholt Salvato
Natasha Santi
Sarib Saood ³
Kailee Annette Sartin
Paras I. Seehar
Cecilia De Los Milagros Sheaffer
Anna Eileen Sheikh
Hailey Shipman ³
Elizabeth Silva
Lariza N. Contreras Silva
Sky M. Soto
Rosalie Midori Sta Ana ³
Tina Salma Suki
Arturo Torres, Jr.
Adrienne Linh Tran
Zehra Kamruddin Valani
Helsen Eleana Valdes
Ana K. Vazquez
Anna Christina Villarreal
Crystal Renee Villegas
Phuong Anh Vu
Mary Eunice Wallace
Amber Danielle Walls
Victoria Leigh Whitman
Kristopher Michael Zuniga

1 Summa Cum Laude - 2 Magna Cum Laude - 3 Cum Laude
Department of Sociology

BANNER BEARER
Steven Barrientez

Sociology

Steven Barrientez
Amberly T. Cao
Jarime Taitano Chaco
Rey Ulisses Davila
Bozena Dobrijevic
Zorrell Artell Ezell

Summer 2016

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Department of Psychology

Clinical Psychology
Elaine J. Savoy
Examining Moment to Moment Affective Determinants of Smoking Rate Following a Quit Attempt in a Sample of Homeless Adult Daily Smokers: An Ecological Momentary Assessment Study
ADVISORS: Dr. Peter Norton and Dr. Lorraine Reitzel

Jace Michael Waguspack
Exploring the Interrelationships of Cognition and Social Communication Through Development of the Profile of Pragmatic Impairment in Communication in Individuals with Traumatic Brain Injury
ADVISOR: Dr. H. Julia Hannay

Developmental Psychology
Melissa Treviño
Visual Working Memory and Visual Selective Attention Among Survivors of Pediatric Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL)
ADVISOR: Dr. Bruno G. Breitmeyer

Michael Ryan Garner
Gabrielle Lavergne Grayson
Sarahannzita Ngozi Obi
Cody S. Paschall
Lynne Marie Riedmueller
Suezen Hoza Salinas
Bryan O. Singleton
Lawrenisha Jovaz Sly
Nicholas Joseph Sottile
Alexis Adell Steele
Samuel A. Stewart

Industrial/Organizational Psychology

Jing Zhang
Work-Family Conflict and Child Well-Being: When Work-Family Conflict Really Hits Home
ADVISOR: Dr. Christiane Spitzmuller

Department of Political Science

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN POLITICAL SCIENCE

Robert Lucas Williams
Three Essays on Legislative Behavior in American Legislatures
ADVISOR: Dr. Jennifer Hayes Clark

Department of Comparative Cultural Studies

MASTER OF ARTS IN ANTHROPOLOGY

Emily V. Mcdonald
Jack J. Valenti School of Communication

MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION
Jasmine Shena Mack
Sonia Ortiz

Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders
Allyson Renee Glapa

Department of Economics
MASTER OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS
Inna Lazutina

MASTER OF ARTS IN APPLIED ECONOMICS
Damilola Bilkis Adeokun
Breanna Lea Bannan
Charles D. Becker
Zahra Belal
Denisse G. Cabrera
John Daughenbaugh
Kateryna Andriyivna Dolmatova
Reid Ianson
Cole Kartman
John E. Knott
Matthew E. Kocian
Dmytro Kokhan
Iuliia Makhonina
Anna Maksymiuk
Nicholas Charles McLin
Juan Eduardo Medina
Rachel Ivy Morris

Sarah Scott
Gene Bryant Tanner
Marina A. Tetzlaff
Peter Tran
Borys A. Trofimov
Mohammad Wahid Ullah

Health and Human Performance

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EXERCISE SCIENCE
Matthew B. Cross

MASTER OF ARTS IN SPORT AND FITNESS ADMINISTRATION
Alex M. Russell

Department of History
MASTER OF ARTS IN HISTORY
Thomas R. Barrows

Department of Political Science
MASTER OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Ali Deebaj Naqvi

Department of Psychology
MASTER OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY
Jesse Fischer
Laian Najjar
Mary Odafe
Kimberly Therese Silva
Allison M. Tringale
Salome Vanwoerden
Department of Sociology

MASTER OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY
Aida Homayoun Nikou
Joshua R. Lowry
Kristin Marie Richie
Andrew Ross Strange

BACHELOR OF ARTS
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Jack J. Valenti School of Communication

Advertising
Kayla Antoinette Dyson

Health Communication
Tanya C. Wright

Interpersonal Communication
Jonathan David Hubbard

Journalism
Amber Hewitt
Leah Rose Lucio
Bailey Ann Morgan
Daniel M. Perez

Media Production
Sandra Yulieth Betancur Arboleda
Aubrey James Jessie III
David Alan Reynolds

Corporate Communication
Maci Kormel Bush
Linn Samuel Cooper
Christa Joy Daniels
Norby Steve Hernandez
Zachary Lucas Maher
Christine Elizabeth Oldham

Natalie Marie Ramirez
Ana Paula Ballesteros Scougall
Aaron Daniel Soto

Public Relations
Clare Liberty Burton
Cherisha Otelia Christman
Tori Camille Cooper
Marlen Janett Mendoza
Susan Moosavi
Leslie Ailene Wood

Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders
J’Mara Dennice Collins
Naileen Abdul Momin
Ryan Nguyen
Nathalie Ulrich

Department of Comparative Cultural Studies

Anthropology
Lexie Tess Avalos
John William Laird, Jr.
Marisela Orozco

Liberal Studies
Koreena Juanita Lopez
Leah Rose Lucio
Brandon Lee Schmalfeldt

Department of Economics
Habeib Ali Al-Hashimi
Blake Hunter Burge
Gavin Robert Carter
Max L. Daggett
Tanmay R. Gandhi
Jose Guadalupe Hernandez
Michael Joshua Herzik
Brandyn C. Rochelle
Raymond Russell, Jr.
Trevor James Self*
Arthur Austin Simondet
Reid Steven Smith
Charles William Van Dyke*
Matthew Collin Webb

**Department of English**

**Creative Writing**
Chandler A. Coffing
Phylicia Marie Davidson
Natalie Grajeda*

**Literature**
Colin James Sturdevant

**Department of Health and Human Performance**

**Human Nutrition and Foods**
Hafsa Ahmed
Zakia Akber
Allison Anne Artz
Arash Ashouri*
Rosa Elena Chavez*
Michael Harris Conaway
Jason Scott DiPuma
Cassie Michelle Monard
Juliana Maria Ruiz*
Arlene Saldana
Michael G. Shelby*

**Kinesiology – Exercise Science**
Blake K. Bastin
Angela Bautista
Karen Beshay*
Jafer Hussain Bohra
Brittany Louise Bussey
Maria Andrea Cardenas Conti*

Christa Marie Colburn
Brianna E. Florida
Daniella Garcia
Samuel L. Knox
Jordan Patrick Kubicek*
Paul Dimitrius Kuskos*
Daniel James Miles
Jonathan Ryne Morales
Amy Ngo
Liya Sara Oommen*
Shana Makyda Rodriguez
Alfredo Serna
Lisette Margarita Serrano
Angela N. Villarreal
Brittany Nicole Watson
Ryan Christopher Yeo

**Kinesiology – Fitness and Sports**
Cynthia Marie Ramirez

**Kinesiology – Sports Administration**
Cody Allen Boyd
Ross A. Dettling
Bryan Armando Gonzalez
Jeffrey T. Leaumont
Jacob Thomas Moore
Katherine Lea Parker
Jonathan Lee Sanchez
Tre’Von Rashad Stewart

**Department of Hispanic Studies**

**Spanish**
Ashley Arebalos
Amanda P. Beasley*

**Department of History**
Joshua Crompton*
Travis Ross Davis
Matthew Bryan Williams
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

GRADUATES

Department of Modern and Classical Languages

Chinese Studies
Mylin Kristimarie Barrette

French
Laurene F. Lizarzaburu

Department of Political Science

Brian Price Dunn
William Joseph Janowski
Thomas H. Lusk
Patricia Parejo
Audrey E. Rogers
Sahar Tavakoli Sadoughi
Marcus Percy Smith

Department of Psychology

Jennifer Renae Beck
Marsha A. Bustamante
Christiana Noelle Childers
Allison Mae Doucet
Melissa Hayley Flaum
Shaina Irene Gallegos
Aretha Annastacia Gardner
April Elisa Grant
Jorge Guillermo Guerra
Kristina Lynn Havens
Stephanie Karina Hernandez
Christopher Stephen Hess
Angela Nicole Howell
Miranda Nicole Jasso
Alexander Zoaib Malik
Richa R. Modi
Simin Mohammadi
Chidi G. Nworah
Bryan Pelaez
Kaitlyn Jo Roberts
Xavier Sierra
Taylor Jillian Whileyman

Department of Sociology

Kyle A. Marrs
Cameron Derrell Oliver
Peggy A. Smith
Jaime R. Thomas

1 Summa Cum Laude - 2 Magna Cum Laude - 3 Cum Laude
The Honors College at the University of Houston offers students special opportunities to develop their academic abilities. Below are the Honors College honors designations.

**University Honors with Honors in Major**
Students who complete the Honors College curriculum (36 hours) and complete a senior honors thesis.

**University Honors**
Students who complete the Honors College curriculum and elect not to complete a senior honors thesis.

**Collegiate Honors and Collegiate Honors with Honors in Major**
Students who fulfill the requirements for the honors program in the college of their major, including 21 hours of honors courses; who complete an Honors College minor; or who complete 21 hours of approved honors courses. If students also complete a senior honors thesis, they graduate with Collegiate Honors with Honors in Major.

**Membership in The Honors College and Membership in The Honors College with Honors in Major**
Students who affiliate with the Honors College during their undergraduate years and complete fewer than 21 hours of honors courses. If students also complete a senior honors thesis and fulfill the requirements of their major with distinction, they graduate with Membership in The Honors College with Honors in Major.

**Honors in Major**
Students who complete a senior honors thesis but are not members of the Honors College.
Recipients

University Honors with Honors in Major
Charlotte Christian

University Honors
Sean Alder
Afiya Ali
Savannah Baker
William Beck
Alyssa Blackburn
Jade Bosier
Emilie Catlett
Thao Nguyen Dinh
Katherine Fischer
Nimra Haroon
Rebecca Hennes
Rachel Hodge
Holly Hunter
Lucas McColloster
Tina Suki
Brooke Tolle

Collegiate Honors
Natalie Galvan
Danielle Garcia
Gracie Martinez
Joseph Martwick
Mark Rogers

Membership in The Honors College
Sara Barchie
Jessica Bonds
Shanda Mckinney
Dan Nguyen
Philip Reyneke
Rubí Rodríguez

Honors in Major
Brett Bousley
Julia Najm
THE ATTIRE of the participants dates back to the 12th and 13th centuries, when universities began to be established in Europe. In 1321, at the University of Coimbra in Portugal, gowns were required attire not just for faculty members but also for students of all classifications. Other European universities started requiring gowns, but there was not a standard design. In 1887, Gardner Cotrell Leonard volunteered to design the graduation gowns for his class at Williams College. His design, as well as the standardization of colors to denote areas of study, were later adopted by an intercollegiate commission and are the ones used today by most United States colleges and universities.

Gowns: The bachelor’s gown has long pointed sleeves; the master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrists (some older gowns may be open near the upper part of the arm); the doctoral gown is fuller than the others with full-length velvet panels on the front and three velvet crossbars on each sleeve in black or in the color distinctive to the academic discipline of the wearer’s degree.

Hoods: The hood, worn by masters and doctoral degree recipients, drapes over the shoulders and down the back and indicates the academic discipline to which the degree pertains; the field of the hood denotes the university that conferred the degree. The size of the hood indicates the level of the degree.

Caps: The black mortarboard is the most common cap used. The tassel fastened to the center of the cap is black, although it may be the color appropriate to the subject of the degree. The tassel for the doctor’s cap may be of gold thread. Candidates for bachelor’s degrees wear the tassels on the right side, shifting it to the left side after being awarded their degrees. Candidates for master’s and doctoral degrees wear their tassels on the left side from the outset and do not shift them after receiving their degree.

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

| DOCTORAL DEGREE | Gown: Black  
| Hood: Dark Blue  
| Tassel: Old Gold |
| MASTER’S DEGREE | Gown: Black  
| Hood: Citron  
| Tassel: Black |
| BACHELOR’S DEGREE | Gown: Black  
| Tassel: Citron |
A special thanks to the Convocation Team of Volunteers who assisted in making this memorable event possible.

Lauren Abbott
Zavi Ali
Sakeena Andrade
Chad Arnold
L. Wayne Ashley
Leen Basharat
Jyoti Cameron
Linda Canales
Rachel Clark
Kimberly A. Cooks
Martha A. De Leon
Eric Dowding
Sarah Fishman
Debra Frazier
Livia Garza
Samreen Gazi
Sharnae Gilmore
Sandra Gold-Singleton
Corina Gomez
Christina Graham
Janie Graham
Irfan Husain
Brittina Johnson
Tabatha Johnson
John Robert Jones
Morrisa Lathan
Sergio Leon
Chadi Lewis
Susan Mangum
Anna Marchese

Scott Mason
Brittany McCowan
Alisha McCracken
Joy Mayer
Cathy Medina
Micki Miles
Kelly Moore
Yolanda Moss
Landis E. Odoms
Larry Petty
Phillip Pinell
Amber Pozo
Franco Rosales
Anjitha Saji
Liz Saucedo
Bobbie Sue Schindler
Selma Segovia
Nikki Soubra
Anthony Tello
Nesibe Tiryakioğlu
Patti Tolar
Andrea Fernandez Velasquez
Flor Velasquez
Maricela Villanueva
Sandra Wages
Madison Ward
Christina A. Williams
Katy Yu
Winni Zhang